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The Good Fight: A Homily for Installation Sunday 

16th Sunday after Pentecost C, 9/25/22 

As luck would have it, I forgot to feed our cat last Sunday before heading to bed. I’d 

had my Covid / flu combo booster shots earlier that afternoon, and felt like it, so 

simply lay down on the soft linen and drifted off. All was well until about 5:00 in the 

morning, at which time our cat, like all his kind keen to wake before the sun to catch 

a bird or two just as they catch the early worm, woke me up with a yowl. “What on 

earth is the matter?” I asked him, hoping he wasn’t already going the way of his sister, 

now of blessed memory. No, he was fine, except his food bowl was empty –  to him, 

a crisis of biblical proportions. Doth God not hear the cries of the hungry, and give 

heed to the yowls and yelps of the poor? Indeed he does, in his infinite mercy, and 

so it pleased that God that in his mercy I should rise before the sun, open a can of 

fish that I hope lived happily and died healthy, to feed said cat. Sated, he looked at 

me as if to say, “Now, was that so hard?” 

It was not, but now I was at the part of the morning where it’s too late to go back 

to bed but too early to do anything serious, especially while still not yet fit to operate. 

I’ve tried to write at that hour, only to produce what by 11:00 am has turned as 

gibberish. I’ve tried to read at that hour, only to be unable to find anything that 

makes sense or that my eyes can clearly see. So what to do? Weed the garden with 

the dew still on the roses? Trim the geraniums when it’s too dark to tell healthy 

bloom from dead one? None of that appealed, so I decided to turn on the television, 

just for a moment, see what’s on that early. It was then that I realized that I’d meant 

to do that anyway: get up and watch the funeral of her late majesty, Elizabeth II, by 

the grace of God of the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland, and her other realms 

and territories, etc., etc., Queen, until by the mercy of that same God, she wasn’t 

anymore. 
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Six hours later, it was finished – the most impressive funeral I have ever seen or am 

likely to see. From the Abbey to the gun carriage to Jack Tar pulling it, to the horse 

guards and the Queen’s Own to St. George’s Chapel at Windsor, to the stained glass 

windows, the hymns, the funeral marches, dean, the archbishop, the other 

archbishop, the Lord Marshall, to the king, the new queen (consort), the dukes and 

duchesses, the choristers and the pipers, it moved me, and moved millions, for reasons 

that can be difficult to name as they are undeniable. The memorial service held at the 

National Cathedral this Wednesday, with the Vice President in attendance, the 

Presiding Bishop preaching, and the organ, choristers, and carillon in fine fettle and 

array, moved me as well. All in honor of her late majesty, the Queen, and how she 

lived and reigned as queen. 

“Fight the good fight,” indeed, as our second reading has it this morning puts it, sums 

up that “how”. It well suits one who made good her confession and kept her vows 

unto Almighty God – vows that we were reminded she made before anyone made 

vows to her – showing her nation, its people, and the world, what that looks like, in 

a life of service and devotion, privilege and power, in a role born in a world long 

gone that she made fit into the world as it is now. Those who lined the roads to 

celebrate and mourn her, and those who did so from their churches and pubs, schools, 

hospitals and homes around the world, did not do that because they had to. They did 

it because they wanted to. What greater witness to a leader, and a person, could one 

ask for? 

On the cover of your bulletin you will see another monarch, from another place and 

time: King St. Louis, ninth of that name, King of France from 1226-1270. He was 

another monarch who was quite good as his job, mostly – even than England’s Henry 

III, who reigned at much the same time (1216-1272). Louis protected and 

strengthened his already wealthy and powerful kingdom. He reformed its legal system 

to give the accused the presumption of innocence and the convicted the right of 
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appeal. He was a great patron of the arts, architecture, and other forms of learning. 

He founded the Sorbonne, and was respected far and wide for embodying Christian 

virtues, becoming in many eyes an ideal Christian ruler. He is the only French king 

to have been made a saint or to have a city in Missouri named for him, and earned 

his prestige by being fair, just, wise, and zealous for his faith. That zeal expressed itself 

in generosity to the poor and in keeping himself free from sin, if also in the vicious 

persecution of Jews and on a rather pointless crusade that ended in the French having 

to pay his captors a literal king’s ransom. But this king embodied in his time, as the 

late queen embodied in her time, what it meant to follow Christ from the top: living 

and ruling by means of Jesus’s teachings and moral example, and showing that the 

good can be great, and the great good, if they choose to be and stick to that choice.  

In them, Christian monarchy shows itself in the ideal to be the coming-together of 

two very different forms of lifelong service, of selfless devotion to a higher cause: that 

of the soldier, and that of the cleric. Translated out of the realm of crowns, swords, 

and abbeys, this shows us that a good leader aims both to defend her people and 

strengthen their souls. Such a leader does not exploit, abuse, or use those in their 

protection and care, but helps them to have the best lives possible and to serve the 

highest and most worthy causes. Such a leader must reign virtuously, but also rule 

effectively. In a word – one on which we spent much time last week: s/he must lead 

shrewdly. 

No monarch rules alone. No monarch reigns alone. No leader leads alone, at least 

not for very long. Political and religious leaders and thinkers have debated for years 

what manner of rule is best, what characteristics and systems make for good leaders, 

and even whether power can be exercised virtuously or by virtuous people. Most 

systems of rule have some person, group, or authority whose word is final, even if no 

one person’s word is final on all matters. Modern monarchies based in a religion 

imagine that God has chosen certain people, indeed those of a certain lineage, to 
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reign, and to have their descendants reign after them. They do not imagine that those 

born to reign are born knowing how to do it, as though by instinct or genetic 

inheritance. They imagine, rather, that those born to reign must and can be trained 

to do it, precisely because they did not earn this right, but had it granted to them by 

grace and dint of circumstance and birth. Such systems justify themselves when they 

can raise to rule leaders who see themselves and behave as servants, with real power 

behind them, be it soft or hard, who use that power shrewdly, not selfishly or 

reactively, in the service of a God who is compassion, love, and mercy, as well as the 

judge who holds us to account as to whether we have loved our neighbors as 

ourselves, and loved ourselves well. They, like any leader, must have their power 

bound by, and enshrined in, laws they cannot unilaterally change and norms they 

cannot violate. Those who rule in the name of Christ, in any age, must do so as our 

baptismal covenant demands: resisting evil, proclaiming God’s abounding grace and 

love, serving Christ in all persons, loving our neighbors as ourselves, striving for 

justice and peace, and respecting the dignity of every human being. 

Too few who gain power use it thus. Those who do use it thus earn a degree of 

respect that cannot be feigned, hidden, or demanded. It is, as I said, earned. All of us 

who bear any authority must seek to do likewise. We must pray for, and seek to earn, 

the respect of those whom we serve, that they might live safely and well in the service 

of worthy causes and to the betterment of their souls. They “fight the good fight,” 

as the hymn says, “with all their might,” with Christ as their strength, and Christ 

their right. They “lay hold on life” so that “it shall be [their] joy and crown eternally” 

(Hymnal 1982 #552).  

I pray now, and will pray at my installation later on, to always lead here in such a 

manner. May all to whom we owe allegiance or have a claim on our fortunes, lives, 

and service lead likewise, now and to the end of the age. Amen.  
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